The following TFA IQTs will be offering World Schools as a qualifying event (assuming the required qualifying numbers have been met):

**Region 1**
Amarillo High on December 6th and 7th
Canyon/Tascosa Swing on January 31st and February 1st

**Region 2**
Plano Senior Swing (WS offered at 1 half of the swing only) on August 30th and 31st
Grapevine on September 6th and 7th
Greenhill on September 13th and 14th (not a TFA qualifier)
Trinity on September 20th and 21st
Newman Smith on September 27th and 28th
Hebron on November 1st and 2nd
Hockaday on November 8th and 9th
Berkner on December 13th and 14th
Guyer on January 10th and 11th
Plano East on January 11th
Centennial on January 3rd and 4th

**Region 3**
Leander on September 6th and 7th
La Vernia on September 14th
WB Ray on September 21st (tentative)
Hays on October 12th
Saint Mary's Hall on October 25th and 26th (tentative)
Spring Woods on November 1st and 2nd
McAllen on November 23rd
Veterans Memorial on December 14th
Churchill on January 10th and 11th
Westlake/CSA Swing on January 31st and February 1st

**Region 4**
Foster/George Ranch Swing on September 30th and 31st
Katy on September 6th and 7th
Alief Elsik/Alief Early College HS Swing on September 13th and 14th
Houston Memorial on September 27th and 28th
Dulles on October 11th and 12th
Tompkins on December 6th and 7th
Mayde Creek on December 20th and 21st
University of Houston on January 10th and 11th
Seven Lakes on February 7th and 8th

**Region 5**